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“No on
pitch
politics!”
Football has often been used as a political
pawn.
What must be done by those that govern the
game to ensure that football is used to drive
change in the right and responsible way?

“Don’t (or do) Bet on it!”

The rise, influence and investment in the
game connected to gambling.

It is of course of paramount importance that
the world of sport makes all aware of the
potential perils, but how much good has the
investment from gambling companies done
for football around the world?

“If you build it, they will come…”

How to plan, build and execute large scale
events.

From building new stadia, to staging the largest
matches of them all. The international calendar
has never been busier and here we look at the
success of the Women’s Euros and both the
World Cup and Asian Cup in Qatar, whilst
looking forward to the WWC in New Zealand,
the Euros in 2024 and the beginning of the road
for World Cup 2026 in the USA.

The “Eyes” have it…

A discussion on broadcasting and OTT
platforms

What is key when looking to maximise Soccer
broadcast rights?

Will documentary making become a key
revenue stream for clubs as they look to
capture larger, paying audiences?

Has there ever been more pressure on
rightsholders and broadcasters to innovate and
connect to the fans?

“To have and to hold”

A focus on fan engagement

How have the most successful brands in the
sport managed to diversify their content
strategies to attract new eyes, whilst not
alienating those already tuned in?

In a global business such as football where
there is a thirst for growth and new audiences,
how important is a consistent local presence, to
ensure that a football club is still a pillar in the
community that they are based in?

“Tomorrow’s World”

Technology in football has evolved at a
monumental pace in recent years, improving
the game for all involved immensely, both on
the pitch for players, coaches, and managers
and those enjoying as spectators in-stadia, in
front of the television or their selected mobile
device.

What technology has had the biggest impact in
recent times? VAR? Training equipment? Data
and analytic software? Apps?

What’s can we look forward to next?
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“Social
(media)
equality”
Abuse of footballers is at an all-time high on
social media, but there has never been an
easier way for players and clubs to talk with
their real fans.

How do clubs work with their players to ensure
that they are aware of the benefits and
drawbacks to being present on social media
platforms?

“Brazil’s Babes’”

The ultimate talent production line?

Brazil have been producing top-tier
footballing talent for as long as we can
remember, there has always been an array of
fantastic young players coming through ready
to highlight their skills to the global
footballing audience.

What is being done so differently by
academies and youth set ups to those around
the world that ensures that the consistency
and volume that these young superstars are
being produced at never slows?

“All roads lead to Europe” – or do they?

Brazil’s most famous son, Pele, never plied his
trade in Europe and sometimes it is used as s
stick (from outside his home nation) to beat
him with. In recent times however, fantastic
players such as Romario, Rivaldo, Roberto
Carlos, Ronaldinho, Ronaldo and Cafu have

been turned into global superstars after making
the move to play for one of Europe’s elite
clubs.

What can be done to ensure that Brazilian
football keeps hold of its top talent and provide
them with the career that their ability deserves?

“It's hard to get out of bed when
you're wearing silk pyjamas”

Getting to the top is difficult to say the least but
staying there is an even bigger challenge.

How do the top players maintain elite level
performance?

How much of it is about focus or mental
application and fortitude?

What products, services or equipment is on
hand in the modern game to enable those at
the top of the game to stay there?

“Lies, damned lies and statistics”

The big data debate

From the training ground of an U9s academy
pitch, to the boardroom of clubs around the
world, analytic and the data that is now
available has driven huge change in the way
that the game is played and managed.

What are the best practices? The best
applications? Who has the best methods and
how can they get you the biggest
advantage?

“It's a hard KNOCK life”

Approaching the end of the busiest season
since football records began, with a World Cup
sandwiched into an already packed football
calendar, here we will focus on what methods
are the best by way of injury prevention.

When prevention fails and a player does
unfortunately get injured, the best possible
cure or recuperation practices take over and
recovery can begin.

With several notable absences from the World
Cup in Qatar, we will discuss common injuries
that are caused by simply playing too much
football, when the body is pushed to its
absolute limits, how they can be prevented and
in the worst-case scenario, treated
professionally and in a prompt, but safe
manner.
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“Independent woman”

The Euros in the summer of 2022 was not just
a success for the England Lionesses - the
women's game received the biggest shot in
the arm it could hope for; with record
attendances and viewing figures, wonderful,
positive atmospheres at each ground, full of
families and children enjoying the spectacle
and players being elevated to household
name status.

Following the tournament, clubs sold more
tickets, both season and on the day
purchases, than ever before.

With the Women’s World Cup fast
approaching in New Zealand, what can be
done to ensure that the crest of this wave can

be ridden into a new dawn that involves more
sponsorship revenue, investment into grass
roots girls' soccer, better pay for players and
more positions of authority in the global game
to help be the change.

“Legend is an overused word in
football”

Here we welcome footballing royalty from the
past to discuss their paying careers, successes,
failures, key anecdotes, and a discussion on life
after football.

“Out of many, we are one”

How can football really be the change?

Here we will get to the heart of a topic that
seems to create more discussion than decisive
action, as we focus on diversity and inclusion.

Football is everybody's game, so why is there
still so much hate, divide or hysteria around
players of colour, the women’s game, or a
footballer's sexuality?

What can be done from the top down to ensure
that we are really all on the same team?

“Play now, pay later”

The football finance debate

Match day revenues, kit sponsorship, stadium
naming rights, NFTs, sleeve sponsorship,
broadcasting deals, player sales, retail
operations, social media platforms, club TV
channels and fan tourism.

Revenue streams in football are more diverse
than ever, what should be the focus of a club be
to maximise their opportunities and what is the
next big thing by way of football club revenue
generation?
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“Playing
football off
the pitch”
A focus on e-sports

The rise and rise of e-sports in the last few
years has been incredible, with most
professional clubs now having an e-sports
team and the younger generation treating the

control pad like a tactics board.

What has been achieved already and how far
can simulated sports go?

“I am the Law!”

A focus on those upholding the laws and
legislation within football

Sports Law is a huge industry. From negotiating
player contracts to protecting trademarks, the
right lawyer can make all the difference to your
football club and its operations.

Hear from some of the leading figures in the
sports law industry.

“How do you really feel?”

The Soccerex Wellness Universe will look to
provide education and solutions around all
aspects of wellbeing.

From physical performance to mental health
issues (both medical and caused by trauma), we
will investigate the options available to ensure
that not just athletes, but those running the
business side of the beautiful game have
everything they need at their disposal to ensure

of that they are in prime health to perform to
the best of their ability.
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